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in what fundamental way is mass spectrometry related to thomson s cathode ray experiments, chem unit 2 flashcards quizlet - in thomson s cathode ray experiments and in mass spectrometry a stream of charged particles is passed through the poles of a magnet the charged particles are deflected by the magnetic field according to their mass and charge, physics is mass spectrometry related to thomson s cathode - answer a mass spectrometry and thomson s cathode ray experiments both use properties of the mobile electric charge in the electric and magnetic field you could deflect charged particle with use of electric and magnetic field, solved a in what fundamental way is mass spectrometry - a mass spectrometry is related to thomson s cathode ray experiment in a fundamental way a stream of charged particles is passed through the poles of a magnet the charged particles are deflected by the magnetic field according to their charge by mass ratio, a in what fundamental way is mass spectrometry related to - a in what fundamental way is mass spectrometry related to thomson s cathode ray experiments figure 2 4 b what are the labels on the axes of a mass spectrum c to measure the mass spectrum of an atom the atom must first lose one or more electrons why is this so reference, cathode ray experiment chemistry - cathode ray experiment cathode ray experiment was a result of an english physicists named j j thomson experimenting with cathode ray tubes during his experiment he discovered electron and it is one of the most important discoveries in the history of physics he was even awarded a nobel prize in physics for this discovery and his work on conduction of electricity in gases, chemistry the central science schoolbag info - 2 33 a in what fundamental way is mass spectrometry related to thomson s cathode ray experiments figure 2 4 b what are the labels on the axes of a mass spectrum c to measure the mass spectrum of an atom the atom must first lose one or more electrons, what was j j thomson s cathode ray experiment - a j j thomson s cathode ray experiment was a set of three experiments that assisted in discovering electrons he did this using a cathode ray tube or crt it is a vacuum sealed tube with a cathode and anode on one side
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